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CURRENT SECURITY LANDSCAPE
As cyberattacks increase in sophistication and penetrate networks with higher frequency and effectiveness, security 

professionals are expressing growing concerns about being able to quickly detect and stop in-network threats from both  

internal and external threat actors.  

The growing number of these cyberattacks have driven many organizations to consider adopting more inside-the-network threat 

detection tool. This new approach acknowledges and understands that adversaries will find their way past perimeter defenses, 

and organizations need to have eyes and ears inside the network that can detect when a threat is lurking early and accurately. 

As the number of connected devices and users grows, networks have been increasingly challenging to protect as the fight moves 

inside the perimeter. This move means that organizations of all sizes must add capabilities for visibility, early and accurate 

detection, and faster triage of incidents.  

A modern adaptive defense based on this paradigm brings with it a new approach to cyber defense, one not based solely on 

preventing adversaries from getting in. 

MODERN THREATS
There are virtually no organizations anymore that are not storing vital data on computer systems and networks. This situation 

has delivered incredible advantages and efficiencies to businesses and governments, but it also means that virtually all systems 

and devices connect in some way. Unfortunately, no network is completely ‘air-tight,’ so this has led to an incredibly large variety 

of targets for cyber-criminals to go after. It also means that many organizations that do not have the internal knowledge and 

cybersecurity resources are vulnerable in ways they have never been before. Consider the following cybersecurity facts and 

trends from industry authorities;  

• Carbon Black’s Global Threat Report 2019 found 60% of attacks now involve lateral movement, something that 

traditional security tools struggle to detect. 

• Verizon’s 2019 Data Breach Investigations Report finds that 29% of breaches involve stolen credentials, and 56% 

took months or longer to discover. Verizon also found that 43% of attacks target small businesses. 

• IBM’s Cost of a Data Breach Report 2019 found that the average cost of a breach for the largest organizations 

(25,000+ employees) was 5.11 million or $204 per employee, whereas small organizations (500-1,000 employees) 

averaged 2.65 million per breach or $3,533 per employee over 17x as expensive.

• Hiscox’s Cyber Readiness Report 2019 found that compared to prior years, fewer organizations are prepared to 

address cyber-security threats, with only 10% of surveyed firms achieving an ‘Expert’ rating and 74% failing to 

demonstrate expertise in either execution or strategizing of cyber-security programs. 

When taken together, these facts indicate that breaches are growing in cost and complexity and that adversaries are using 

attack vectors that are difficult for traditional tools to detect.
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EVOLUTION OF SECURITY STRATEGY
Modern IT and technology environments consist of a variety of components that connect in ways that break  
traditional perimeter prevention strategies. The increased reliance on Internet presence, networked systems, and 
cloud computing and services mean that even small and medium businesses with typically low cybersecurity concerns 
increasingly need a solution to safeguard their assets and data. Though many organizations have a robust security 
perimeter, even best-of-breed edge and endpoint security solutions cannot reliably detect sophisticated attackers. 
Such attackers are, therefore, evading traditional security measures and penetrating networks undetected. 

Additionally, there is a deficiency with traditional breach-detection solutions such as SIEMs, UEBA, IPS/IDS, and 
various signature-based systems. They generate large numbers of false positives that security practitioners refer to 
as “alert noise” requiring using scarce security resources to validate and respond to them. As a result of this noise, 
traditional means of attack detection and validation lead to time-consuming processes, rendering organizations 
unable to respond to alerts in time to prevent damage to assets or loss of data. 

Industry-leading institutions and organizations are recognizing deception technology as a core part of modern-day 
adaptive security defenses. Deception platforms are designed to detect and analyze all attack activity, including 
reconnaissance, lateral movement, stolen credential usage, malware and ransomware attacks, and man-in-the-middle 
activity. 

The Attivo Networks ThreatDefend® platform 
uses fully customizable virtual machines to 
mimic production assets ranging from windows 
and Linux servers to IoT and SCADA devices and 
project them throughout the network. The solution 
enables security organizations to lay tripwires 
throughout the network turning the entire IT 
environment into a trap. Deception allows one to 
turn the tables on attackers and force them to be 
100% correct in their movements or be detected 
by the security team.

 
 
 
 

“Deception as an automated responsive 
mechanism represents a sea change 
in the capabilities of the future of IT 
security that product managers or security 
programs should not take lightly.” 

 

– Lawrence Pingree,  
 Gartner Research Director
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POINTS OF VULNERABILITY 
Modern IT environments consist of a variety of components, networks, applications, and services that come with 
myriad challenges and considerations for security teams. 
 
Web Services 
 
The continual increase in web services that are available to users of all kinds makes it difficult, if not impossible, to 
identify all the malicious web links and sites used for command and control. It is also increasingly likely that attackers 
may compromise employee sensitive information or infect them with malware.

Zero-day exploits 
 
Zero-day exploits (also known as zero-hour or 0-day vulnerabilities) exploit undisclosed and uncorrected vulnerabilities 
that adversely affect computer applications, data, additional computers, or an entire network. Attackers use Zero-
day exploits on or before the day the public gets notice of the vulnerability or gains access to the revised code. These 
threats are particularly challenging to address as it goes to the heart of the question, “how does one learn what one 
does not know?”. 
 
Unpatched Legacy Systems 
 
Virtually every organization uses systems that run on old Operating Systems or with old application versions that 
have known vulnerabilities. Sometimes IT misses devices in an upgrade or patching cycle, or unpatchable systems 
run business-critical applications that require legacy code or features, or the manufacturer no longer offers software 
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patches or revisions as the systems are end-of-life. In any case, these systems represent a critical vulnerability point 
within IT environments. 
 
Stolen employee credentials 
 
With geographically dispersed and varied user populations, it is almost impossible to ensure the integrity of the 
credentials for every employee, contractor, or 3rd-party vendor that accesses a network. This situation automatically 
brings security risk, as stolen credentials continue to feature as one of the top issues with most security incidents and 
breaches. 

Endpoint and personal (BYOD) devices 
 
BYOD devices are ideal targets for attackers as security systems find them hard to monitor and manage. They often 
function in a dual-use capacity that leaves them more vulnerable to being compromised by phishing, malware, or man-
it-the-middle campaigns.  
 
Phishing email attacks 
 
Phishing campaigns typically occur using fraudulent emails that appear to be legitimate. Individuals receiving such 
fraudulent emails inadvertently provide attackers with sensitive information by clicking on malicious links, downloading 
malware, or handing over account details. Attackers can quickly infiltrate corporate networks and find ways to 
exfiltrate business data and sensitive information through phishing campaigns. 
 
Cloud/Hybrid environments 
 
With the increase in businesses leveraging the flexibility and efficiency of various cloud platforms, these environments 
have become high-value targets for a variety of attackers. Organizations identify cloud breaches near-weekly, and 
often these are due to misconfigured access control policies, security teams lacking visibility into unauthorized cloud 
activity, and the challenges associated with assessing cloud security. 
 
IoT/SCADA/ICS Systems 
 
Increasingly people are connecting devices and sensors to IT environments to allow automation and integration on 
a large scale. Many of these systems do not come with the security controls and features of traditional IT assets. 
Additionally, the functionality of SCADA/ICS systems in a power plant or factory, or of medical devices in a hospital, 
is critical. As a result, organizations have seen a rise in attacks that infect these devices as entry points into the 
network, or target and cripple them as part of an attack. 
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THREAT VECTORS
Attackers generally target these points by scanning a network to find hosts with services or applications to 
compromise, or by seeking to exfiltrate employee credentials or data. Either way, attackers and their automation 
tools rely on the responses they receive throughout the attack process they undertake to achieve success in their 
attacks:

Reconnaissance 
 
Attackers scan a network to identify systems and data to target.

•  Attacks can originate anywhere on a network.

•  Attackers launch malware required to carry out an attack.

Stolen Credential Attacks 
 
Attackers steal cached credentials from an endpoint they have infected.

•  Disguised as that user, attackers use the stolen credentials to move laterally.

•  Attackers exfiltrate stolen data and establish backdoors for subsequent attacks.

Ransomware 
 
Attackers seek to encrypt and erase networked drives: Ransom payment required to restore data. 

•  CryptoLocker, Qakbot, Locky, KillDisk are varieties of ransomware.

•  Infections will often corrupt backup files making data restoration difficult or impossible.

Phishing 
 
Attackers use phishing emails to trick a user into providing their credentials or downloading malware.

• Once users have provided credentials or downloaded malware the attackers have the ability to access internal 

resources.
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Active Directory 
 
AD by design includes information on users, devices, groups, and privileges.

•  Attackers target this information to gain access and elevate privileges.

•  Complex policies for access management create opportunities for exploitation.

HOW ATTIVO DETECTS AND DEFE ATS VARIOUS THRE AT VECTOR S 

Attacks that begin with Reconnaissance

 
Once on the network, attackers often scan from the infected endpoint to locate the asset and services they wish  
to target. 

• The ThreatDefend platform engages attackers by hosting network services across multiple virtual 
machines,  IP services, and subnets, luring attackers into revealing themselves as soon as they start  
to look for high-value assets.

Attacks that begin with Stolen Credentials 
 
Attackers exploit an infected endpoint to extract credentials and the location of assets that it wants to target. 

 
• The ThreatStrike® End-point Deception Suite provides a customizable and nonintrusive technology that  

mixes deceptive lures with real data to redirect attackers towards deceptive assets or detect them  
using deception credentials in the network.

Attacks on Active Directory (AD) 
 
Attackers query Active Directory for information on users, devices, and groups/ privileges for making lateral 
movement easier. 

• Without changing production AD, Attivo ADSecure identifies attacker queries on AD, generates an alert 
with query detail, and hides the real AD response and data. 
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• Additionally, the solution provides alternative deceptive data that lead attackers into the decoy 
environment.

Attacks that begin with Malware or Ransomware 
 
Attackers infect systems with malware or ransomware that encrypts data and spreads to mapped network shares. 
The malware or ransomware then spreads throughout the environment to maximize the attack.

•  The Attivo deception engages attackers by directing them to “deception drives” that appear as networked 
drives. Once the attacker engages with the deceptive drive and data, the platform raises alerts so the 
security team can quarantine the infected system from the network and remediate it.

• Users can submit samples to the built-in malware analysis sandbox, which provides extensive reporting 
coupled with enrichment from threat intelligence integration partners.

Attacks that begin with Phishing 
 
Attackers use phishing emails to trick a user into providing their credentials or downloading malware.

• The Attivo end-point suite simplifies the detection and analysis process by enabling users to submit 
suspicious emails to the BOTsink malware sandbox to examine the email for malicious intent or send 
a sample directly into the BOTsink for investigation. Once analyzed, the security team can block and 
quarantine malicious emails automatically or manual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“There’s two kinds of CIOs: Those 
who have been hacked and know it, 
and those who have been hacked 
and don’t yet realize it. But the 
reality is, you’ve been hacked.”

– Tony Scott, Federal CIO
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BENEFITS OF ACTIVE DECEPTION AND DECOY FOR THREAT DETECTION
A shift from a defensive to an offensive security posture is necessary if organizations with sensitive and high-value 
data assets are to gain the upper hand in their battle against modern security threats. In assuming such a stance, 
organizations now look to deception-and-decoy systems for post-infection breach detection.

An effective inside-the-network attack detection system must address all threat vectors and enable an organization to:

Quickly identify and stop attacks during all phase of the attack 

• Lure attackers into revealing themselves as soon as they start looking or moving laterally across network 
services, virtual machines, IP services and subnets for high-value data assets

• Reduce attack detection time by accurately identifying infected systems, including sleeper and time-
triggered agents, thus enabling full analysis of an attack before it causes damage

• Generate only substantiated actionable alerts. No false positives and alert noise

• Utilize authentic deception and decoy technology that catches zero-day attacks and is not dependent on 
known signatures.

Access forensic data and defense against future attacks 

• Capture actionable information by identifying infected systems and analyzing data on the time, type, and 
anatomy of an attack. Catalog all attack activity to understand attack details and objectives.

• Provide a threat intelligence dashboard, and export to prevention systems Indicators of Compromise (IOC) 
reports that include detailed attack information through UI, PCAP files, Syslog, IOC, and CSV report formats. 
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FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE, REAL-TIME  
THREAT-DETECTION SYSTEM

Requirement Attivo Answer

Real-time Threat Detection • Effectively lures attacks away from sources that store high-value corporate 
data assets

• Low-friction detection of all classes of modern security threats

Authenticity • Runs on real operating systems with full network services, protocols and data 
elements

• Provides VM import functions and full customization to match an 
organization’s “golden image”

• Does not rely on signatures or database look-up

Coverage • Provides network threat detection for user networks, data centers, specialty 
environments, remote locations, and the cloud: VMware, Amazon Web 
services, Azure, Google, Oracle

• Detect threats in internal “East-West” traffic.

• Detection for serverless and container environments

• Improved Identity Access Management

Speed of discovery and alerts • Eliminates alert noise: only positive alerts based on real-time engagement or 
confirmed active attacker observation

• Alerts prevention systems to shut down attacks promptly and to prevent 
future attacks

Deployment flexibility and security • Does not require signatures or database lookup

• Is not in-line and does not require heavy computation load

• Can be deployed as a physical, virtual, or cloud appliance

• Interleaves with production networks

• Data never leaves the organization’s premises for external consumption

Scalability • Scales to hundreds of subnets

• Network, data center, remote sites, private and public cloud

• Centrally manager for global deployments
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Interoperability and visibility • Seamless interoperability with devices required to defeat breaches and 
prevent future attacks

• Provides network VLAN visibility and analytics

Adaptability • Identifies threat activity and policy violations as the next layer of security for 
perimeter solutions when they fail

• Provides a high degree of scalability and flexibility to address attacks from all 
vectors

Forensics and Threat Intelligence • Provides the containment environment to analyze exploits or phishing emails 
for post-compromise malware analysis

• Can track command and control traffic to analyze an attackers methodologies 
and intent

• Threat intelligence dashboard and IOC reports in UI, PCAP files, Syslog, IOC, 
and CSV formats

• Provides a training and education environment for understanding the anatomy 
of an exploit

• DecoyDocs provide valuable insight into documents attackers are targeting 
and geolocation information on where they open exfiltrated documents

ATTIVO NETWORKS: THREAT DETECTION SOLUTIONS
AttivoNetworks active threat detection solutions detect modern attackers as they move laterally inside an 
organization’s network, data center, cloud, remote, or specialized network environment. Designed to augment existing 
security systems and detect in-network threats, the Attivo ThreatDefend Portfolio uses deception techniques to 
deceive, detect, and defend against modern security threats as they begin scanning, targeting, and probing network 
clients, servers and services for targets. The ThreatDefend platform includes BOTsink engagement servers, the 
ThreatStrike endpoint deception suite, the ThreatPath solution for attack path visibility, and ADSecure for Active 
Directory protections.

Device Decoy 

The BOTsink solution projects deceptive assets that appear as real operating devices. Using machine learning, the 
solution models the network segments to create mirror-match decoys to deploy within the production environment. 
These decoys attract in-network adversaries into engaging and away from their targets. Device decoys include 
endpoints and servers running real operating systems, applications, and services as well as emulating network 
infrastructure or other specialized devices such as IoT, ICS, POS, and more. The company’s ThreatDirect solution  
also provides forwarding technology to extend the deception deployment into remote or cloud environments where 
physical devices are not feasible.
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Endpoint Deception 

The ThreatStrike endpoint deception suite provides deceptive credentials and hidden network shares mapped to decoy 
file servers. When attackers land on a system, they steal stored credentials and user data to enable lateral movement 
further into the network. These fake credentials and mapped shares act as breadcrumbs and lures to misdirect the 
attackers into the deception environment and away from production assets.

Credential Vulnerabilities 

The ThreatPath solution provides visibility into lateral attack paths attackers can take to spread to other systems. 
The solution inventories every endpoint for stored credentials and misconfigurations an attacker can take advantage 
of and maps these exposures to create a topographical map of lateral paths. This map allows security teams to 
predict where attackers can spread and helps narrow the scope of investigations for more efficient incident response. 
The solution also offers automated remediation of the credential exposures and misconfigurations.

Active Directory Defense 

The ADSecure module provides AD defenses at each endpoint. Attackers query AD to identify high-value accounts 
and information they can use to advance their attack, from domain controllers to administrative accounts. When the 
ADSecure module detects unauthorized queries, it hides critical AD objects from the results and inserts deceptive 
data in their place. These deceptive accounts lead attackers away from production assets and into an altered reality 
of decoys and fake credentials, which provide high-fidelity alerts on all attacker activities within the deception 
environment.

Remediation Support 

The BOTsink solutions detect and capture actionable information for faster triage and remediation, such as:

• Addresses of infected machines

• Username and password combinations

• Any dropped payloads including location and type of attacks

• Attack activity, including any data it’s targeted for download or export

• Any system/kernel changes, process creation, process injection, registry, and network activity  
Data for Forensics
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DATA FOR FORENSICS
 

 
The BOTsink solution also automatically captures and catalogs all attempted communications and propagation 
activity for forensic analysis. The BOtsink solution’s Analysis, Monitoring, and Recording (AMR) Engine feeds events  
to Attivo’s patented attack correlation engine to correlate attack activity.

The BOTsink solution provides a threat intelligence dashboard with the forensics required to capture the attacker’s 
methods and intent, update prevention systems, and defend against future attacks. The solution exports IOC reports 
to update prevention systems in various formats. Additionally, extensive native integrations facilitate information 
sharing and automated incident response for blocking, isolation, and threat hunting.

Efficient Architecture 
 
The BOTsink is known for its highly efficient architecture that operates without requiring computing overhead or a 
need to do a signature database lookup to detect attacks. Instead the BOTsink: 

• Uses IPs from the dark/unused space to project decoys onto the network without interfering with network 
operations

• Provides lures that breadcrumb attackers into the deception environment for alerting, investigation,  
and analysis.
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ATTIVO ADVANTAGES

Attivo delivers a broad set of unique capabilities to its users:

Enhanced Prevention
Strengthen prevention systems with tools to assess attack path vulnerabilities and risk. The platform shares attack 
analysis through integrations with prevention systems, improving incident response by automatically blocking 
isolating, and threat hunting. 

 Early and Accurate Detection
Deception-based decoys mirror production assets to deceive attackers into engaging and revealing themselves.  
Attivo decoys cover a broad range of deceptions for endpoints, network devices, serverless systems, containers,  
and specialized devices.

 Detailed Attack Analysis
Collect Indicators of compromise (IOC) and memory forensics from attacks as well as developing Tactics, 
Techniques, and Procedures (TTP). The platform automatically correlates and shares incident data for faster 
triage.

 Substantiated Alerts
The platform raises actionable alerts from actual attacker engagement or by intercepting queries on Active 
Directory based on unauthorized access. Alerts provide the detailed information on infected systems, attacker 
activity, and signatures.
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 Actionable Forensics

The platform reports attack findings for information sharing in the Attivo Threat Intelligence Dashboard and 
provides it through popular IOC, STIX, SYSLOG, PDF, CSV, and PCAP formats.

 Accelerated Incident Response

The platform can pass attack forensics to prevention systems manually or automatically for the blocking,  
isolation, and threat hunting of attacks.
Organizations are now looking to deception technology to detect and identify breaches and in-network threats 
quickly. Detection systems based on deception address attacks from a wide range of threat vectors and do this 
efficiently across all attack surfaces. 

CONCLUSION
Organizations of all industries and sizes are turning to the Attivo Networks ThreatDefend Platform to protect their 
critical company information and infrastructure and to gain the confidence to know quickly and accurately if attackers 
bypass their prevention systems.

• Accurate visibility into the existence of network breaches

•  High-fidelity alerts substantiated with attack details and forensic captures

•  Fast analysis and triage of incidents

•  Attack information sharing with prevention systems to fortify defenses

Attivo Networks deception technology provides the most authentic and comprehensive solution for detecting threats 
early in the attack lifecycle. Organizations shifting to an offensive posture will simplify detection operations and gain 
the critical tools they need to improve their security posture in the war against cyber attackers.

ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the leader in deception technology, provides an active defense for early detection, forensics, 
and automated incident response to in network attacks. The Attivo ThreatDefend Deception Platform offers 
comprehensive and accurate threat detection for user networks, data centers, clouds, and a wide variety of 
specialized attack surfaces. A deception fabric of network, endpoint, application, and data deceptions efficiently 
misdirect and reveal attacks from all threat vectors. Advanced machine-learning simplifies deployment and 
operations for organizations of all sizes. Automated attack analysis, forensics, actionable alerts, and native 
integrations accelerate and streamline incident response. The company has won over 100 awards for its technology 
innovation and leadership.  
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